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[ English Version ]

The figures in the margin indicate full marks.

1. Mark the correct answer (any ten) : 1×10

(a) The place where Sw mi Vivek nanda delivered his speech on the real nature of man is

(i) Kolkata (ii) London

(iii) New York (iv) Madras.

(b) The Philosophy which is a search for ekatva or one-ness is

(i) Buddhism (ii) S khya

(iii) Ved nta (iv) Ny ya.

(c) According to Vivek nanda, the Hindus believe that all types of energy are the manifestations of

(i) Mind (ii) Body

(iii) Pr a or Soul (iv) Sense organs.
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(d) As stated by Vivek nanda, the knowledge of dualism is absolutely

(i) true (ii) false

(iii) both true and false (iv) None of these.

(e) In the context of religion, Vivek nanda says that every religion has three parts which are :

(i) philosophical, mythological, ritual part

(ii) mythological, ritual and historical part

(iii) ritual part, sacrifices in yaj a, Temple

(iv) worshipping, reading religious books, visiting religious places.

(f) How many different uses of the word ‘Yoga’ have been made by Vivek nanda?

(i) One (ii) Two

(iii) Three (iv) Four.

(g) Sw mi Vivek nanda took part in the Parliament of the World’s Religions and catered the true
message of India throughout the world – this Parliament was held in

(i) London (ii) New York

(iii) Chicago (iv) India.

(h) In the view of Vivek nanda, the different types in which men are divided with reference to body
and mind in every religion are of

(i) two types (ii) three types

(iii) four types (iv) five types.

(i) According to Sw mi Vivek nanda

(i) study of Ved nta is suitable for sages residing in forests and mountains.

(ii) Ved nta is all about discussion of philosophical theories.

(iii) those who have gone through the Ved s are the only eligible persons who can study Ved nta.

(iv) Ved nta is helpful both in practical and spiritual field.

(j) ‘So Aha , So Aha ’ — this sanskrit mantra means

(i) Tolerance brings results in life (ii) ‘I am he/she and he/she is identical with me’

(iii) Tolerance is a great quality (iv) To achieve God, one has to always speak the truth.

(k) Manifestation of action, speed and energy is possible when the three qualities, namely  sattva, r jas
and t mas are in

(i) equilibrium (ii) the equilibrium is disturbed or destroyed

(iii) any one quality being destroyed (iv) none of the above.
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(l) The name of Sw mi Vivek nanda is associated with a special designation of Ved nta which is

(i) Vi i t dvaita Ved nta (Qualified Monism) (ii) Dvaitav da (Duality or dualism)

(iii) Dvait dvaitav da (Dualistic non-dualism) (iv) Practical Ved nta.

2. Answer any five questions : 5×5

(a) State in brief, how did Sw mi Vivek nanda explain the process of creation with reference to the
manifestation of matter and energy respectively from ‘ k a’ and ‘Pr a’.

(b) Is the realisation of the knowledge of the Advaita (Monism/non-dualism) possible? Answer this
question following Vivek nanda.

(c) Every religion has some rituals to maintain which are criticized and defamed by people of other
religions. Explain this point with the help of examples.

(d) What did Vivek nanda mean by the ideal of Universal religion?

(e) What should be the only topic of discussion of Raj-yoga? Explain with reference to Vivek nanda.

(f) Discuss Vivek nanda’s views regarding Bhakti-yoga.

(g) Who is the founder of Advaita philosophy? Explain the significance of the term ‘Advaita’.

(h) Is there any difference between Advaita Ved nta and Practical Ved nta? If so, explain some of
them.

3. Answer any two questions :

(a) Discuss the real nature of man as it is stated by Sw mi Vivek nanda. 15

(b) Was the ideology prevalent at the time of Vivek nanda about religion acceptable to him? How did
he explain the ideal of Universal religion? 7+8

(c) Discuss Sw mi Vivek nanda’s thoughts about Ved nta. 15

(d) Is it possible to apply Ved nta in our practical life? Discuss. 15


